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Abstract. A model describing the discovery via traceroute of the topology of an Internet
access network with a tree structure composed of N nodes is proposed in this paper. We
specifically assume that p hosts connected to the network exchange traceroute messages.
This simple model allows us to assess the efficiency of traceroute procedures for topology
discovery. Under some stochastic assumptions, explicit analytical expressions are obtained
for the mean number of discovered routers. Several tree architectures are then discussed,
when the total number of routers gets large; in particular, asymptotic expansions are
derived when N tends to infinity while the ratio p/N is fixed.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of the Internet as the universal multiservice network raises many engi-
neering issues with regard to traffic engineering, quality of service, etc. One factor of
complexity is that Internet growth is largely disordered with an intricate topology. The
knowledge of the topology of a network is however, from a network operator point of view,
utmost important for security and reliability reasons. A clear view of the topology of a
network helps understand what happens in the case of link failure and predict the amount
of traffic, which may be rerouted on backup links. Moreover, the topology of a network
plays an important role in the spread of attacks (worms, denial of service, etc.).

Topology discovery has given rise over the past few years to a huge amount of research.
Many research projects have been initiated in order to discover the global topology of
the Internet (by CAIDA, AT&T, etc.). Most of them rely on the use of the traceroute
capability offered by routers. Even though traceroute may yield unreliable data, it gives
an indication on the global structure of the network (see for instance [1]). In particular, it
allows the embedding of the Internet graph into a non Euclidean space; see Shavitt and
Tankel [2] and Lakhina et al. [3].
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The above topology measurement projects have led to the introduction of many dif-
ferent models for representing the topology of the Internet. One popular approach con-
sists of using the theory of complex networks and random graph models; see Albert and
Barabási [4] and Newman and Watts [5]. This line of investigation has all the more been
supported by the fact that it has empirically been observed that the degree of routers
obeys a power law distribution as reported in the celebrated paper by Faloutsos et al. [6].
This approach consists of representing the Internet by means of a random graph satisfying
some local properties observed from measurements. It is nevertheless worth noting that
a model based on incomplete data may lead to erroneous interpretation of the reality, as
argued in Radoslavov et al. [7] and Dall’Astra et al [8].

In order to reconstruct the network topology, it is important to take into account the
different components of the network: composed of customer premises networks (LANs,
home networks), access networks (GigaBit Ethernet or ATM networks possibly enhanced
with level 3 functions), collect networks (including PoPs) and transit networks. Users
connected to a collect network are geographically close one to each other (for instance in
a same country). The topology of a collect network could appear, in first approximation,
as a tree, with possibly cross links at intermediate levels. Note that the existence of collect
network naturally provides the global Internet with a small world structure [9].

In this paper, we focus on the topology discovery of a collect network, which is as-
sumed to have a tree structure. While most studies on the topology of the Internet are
experimental, the contribution of this paper is to derive exact results for the number of
routers discovered by means of traceroute in a tree network. We specifically assume that
a host or different hosts are placed at random at the leaves of the network and send
traceroute messages to other hosts connected to the same tree network. We compute the
number of discovered routers and derive asymptotic results when the number of nodes
becomes very large and the number of traceroute hosts is scaled accordingly. The rate of
the discovery process is determined, when the degree of nodes is fixed or when it obeys a
specific law, for instance a power law. This allows us to obtain quantitative results and to
point out some general facts about the discovery of the topology of a network by means
of traceroute.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, the main variables and the
topologies of trees are introduced. Section 3 gives an explicit expression for the mean
number of nodes discovered by a traceroute procedure used by a set of stations. Section 4
deals with asymptotic results, especially for the rate of growth of the number of discovered
routers, when the size of the network tends to infinity. Finally, some concluding remarks
are presented in Section 5

2 Notation and definition

Throughout this paper, we assume that the graph of the collect network is a partially
homogeneous tree with height n ≥ 2 (see Figure 1 for an example). For 1 ≤ j < n, a node
of the jth level has dj sons. The total number of nodes at level j is denoted by lj and
N is the total number of routers in the network. We clearly have l1 = 1 and for j > 1,
lj =

∏j−1
k=1 dk. Finally, N =

∑n
j=1 lj.
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Fig. 1. Partially Homogeneous Tree with d1=d2=2, d3=4, d4=6.

The tree structure offers some flexibility with regard to the topology of the network,
in particular via the degree dj of nodes at level j. Ideally, this number should be a
random variable and the tree would describe the dynamics of a Galton-Watson branching
process. In this paper, we however restrict the analysis to the case when the quantity dj
is deterministic and we examine the three following possibilities

Definition 1. For a tree with height n, 1) a constant degree tree is such that dj = d > 1
for all j = 1, . . . , n, 2) a degree increasing tree is such that dj is an increasing function of
j, 3) degree decreasing tree is such that dj is a decreasing function of j.

A tree structure with increasing degree reflects the fact that collect networks (fre-
quently referred to as capillarity networks) become more and more ramified in areas close
to end users. Degree decreasing trees apply to hierarchical networks with highly connected
nodes in the upper layers and isolated nodes close to end users.

For a given tree structure, we denote by S the set of hosts connected to the collect
network and exchanging traceroute messages. The elements of S are referred to in the
following as traceroute capable hosts; their number is denoted by p ≥ 1.

Traceroute messages are exchanged between the hosts in the set S in order to discover
the routers along the path from one host to another. The discovered routers can be
embedded into a minimal subtree of the total graph, referred to as the spanning tree
of the discovered routers. Its height is denoted by H(N, p). Clearly, for j ≤ n, one has
H(N, p) ≤ n − j, when none of the routers at level j has been discovered. Finally, we
denote by D(N, p) the total number of nodes between level 1 and level n discovered by
the traceroute procedure.

3 Average number of discovered nodes

3.1 Distribution of the number of discovered nodes with two hosts

In a first step, we examine the case of two traceroute capable hosts placed at random
at the leaves of the tree network and performing a traceroute procedure. We specifically
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compute the distribution of the number of nodes which are discovered by the two stations.
The stations are randomly attached to the leaves of the tree, which are numbered from
1 to ln. Station 1 sends traceroute packets to the other station. The number of routers
discovered with this procedure is denoted by D. From the root of the tree, one denotes
by H the maximal level such that the two stations under consideration are contained in
the same subtree (see Figure 2).

1 J
Level n

Level H(J)

Fig. 2. Routers discovered by two stations.

When the two stations are contained in a subtree, the root of this subtree is located
at level H. We have H ≥ 2 if and only if the two stations are contained in the same
subtree issued from one of the d1 sons of the root. The probability that the two stations
are in such a subtree is equal to 1/d2

1. Since there are d1 such possibilities, we have
P(H ≥ 2) = 1/d1. More generally, we have H ≥ k if the two stations are contained in a
subtree issued from one of the node at level k. Simple arguments show that we then have
P(H ≥ k) = 1/lk = 1/(d1...dk−1).

Since we deal with a tree, the number of routers discovered by the two stations can take
the values 2k+ 1 for k = 0, ..., n− 1 and we clearly have by definition D = 2(n−H) + 1.
By combining the different above arguments, we easily come up with the following result.

Proposition 1. The number of routers discovered by two hosts placed at random at the
leaves at the tree network has the probability distribution

k = 0, ..., n− 1, P(D ≤ 2k + 1) = 1/(d1 . . . dn−1−k),

with mean value E(D) = 2n− 1− 2
∑n−1

k=1 1/(d1 . . . dk).

For a regular tree, we have dj = d > 1 for all j and simple computations show that
the mean number of routers discovered by two stations exchanging traceroute messages is
given by E(D) = 2n−1−2(dn−1−1)/((d−1)dn−1). When n is large, we have E(D) ∼ 2n.
This shows that when n is large, the mean length of the path (in terms of discovered
routers) is close to the longest path through the network, equal to 2n − 1. Hence, two
stations placed at random can derive a fair estimate of the diameter of the network. It is
easily checked that the same property is satisfied for increasing (resp. decreasing) degree
trees.

3.2 Average number of discovered nodes with p hosts

We now consider the case, when there are p traceroute capable hosts placed at random
at the leaves of the tree network. We assume that p stations are exchanging traceroute
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messages and we are interested in the total number of routers discovered by means of
traceroute. Via simple computations, we have the following result concerning the mean
of the number D(N, p) of discovered nodes.

Proposition 2. The average number D(N, p) of routers discovered by p hosts is given by

E(D(N, p)) =
n∑

j=1

lj (1− (1− 1/lj)
p)−

n∑

j=2

1/lp−1
j . (1)

When p is large, it is not difficult to see that the second term on the right hand
side of Equation (1) is negligible (since lj ≥ 2j−1). It is moreover convenient to write
the first term as

∑n
j=1 ljP (mp ≤ 1/lj), where mp = inf(Ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ p) and (Ui) are

independent random variables uniformly distributed on [0, 1]. This expression is in fact an
equivalent of E(D(N, p)) when p is large. Under this condition, the variable pmp converges
in distribution to the random variable X, which is an exponentially distributed random
variable with parameter 1. In other words, when p→∞,

P (pmp ≥ x) = (1− x/p)p ∼ e−x, (2)

Concerning the spanning tree of discovered routers, we have the following result.

Corollary 1. For 0 ≤ j ≤ n and p > 1, the distribution of the height of the spanning
tree of discovered routers is given by P(H(N, p) ≤ n− j) = 1/lp−1

j+1 .

4 Asymptotic results

To understand more closely the basic properties of topology discovery by means of tracer-
oute, it is assumed in this section that the ratio of the number p of traceroute capable
hosts to the total number N of routers in the network is fixed and equal to a constant λ
and we suppose that N goes to infinity. We are specifically interested in the behavior of
E(D(N, p))/N when N tends to infinity. This quantity gives information about the ratio
of the number of routers discovered to the total number of nodes in the network (the
speed of the discovery process). In a first step, we investigate the case when the degree of
nodes is constant.

Proposition 3. For a constant degree tree network with degree d ≥ 2, when N → +∞
while p/N → λ,

E(D(N, p))

N
∼ TC(λ)

def.
=

+∞∑

j=1

d− 1

dj

(
1− exp

(
− λdj

d− 1

))
. (3)

When λ tends to 0, the asymptotic proportion of discovered nodes satisfies the following
equivalence

TC(λ) ∼ −λ logd(λ). (4)
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Proof. Using the estimate N ∼ dn/(d− 1), equivalence (2) as N goes to infinity, and the
fact that the random variable pmp converges in distribution to an exponential random
variable with unit mean, Equation (3) follows.

We now proceed to the proof of Equation (4). As it can easily be seen, the asymptotic
behavior of Equation (3) when λ tends to 0 is quite delicate since the series in the right
hand side of this equation is divergent. The technique used to obtain an expansion relies
on a convenient rewriting of the equation together with the use of Fubini’s Theorem for
non-negative functions. (See Robert [10] for a general description of the method.)

We have

+∞∑

j=1

1

dj

(
1− exp

(
− λdj

d− 1

))

=
+∞∑

j=1

1

dj

∫ +∞

0

� n
u≤ λdj

d−1

oe−u du =

∫ +∞

0

+∞∑

j=1

1

dj
� n

u≤ λdj

d−1

oe−u du,

=
1

d− 1

∫ λa

0

e−udu +
1

d− 1

∫ +∞

λa

1

dblogd(u(d−1)/λ)c e
−u du,

where we have used Fubini’s theorem to exchange the sum and the integral signs and
a = d/(d− 1).

When λ → 0, the last term in the right hand side of the above equation is dominant
and the integration interval can be replaced with [λa, a]. It follows that as λ ∼ 0,

TC(λ) ∼
∫ a

λa

d{logd(u(d−1)/λ)} λe−u

u(d− 1)
du

=
λ

d− 1

(∫ 1

λ

d{logd u/λ} e
−au − 1

u
du+

∫ 1/λ

1

d{logd u}

u
du

)
, (5)

where byc is the integer part of y ∈ R and {y} = y − byc its fractional part.
The asymptotic behavior of the function TC(λ), when λ tends to 0 is determined by

the second term in the right hand side of Equation (5). Hence, as λ → 0, we have the
equivalence

TC(λ) ∼ λ

d− 1

∫ 1/λ

1

d{logd u}

u
du.

If λ = 1/(xdm) with fixed 1 < x ≤ d and m ∈ N, then as λ→ 0

∫ 1/λ

1

d{logd u}

u
du ∼ − logd(λx)

∫ d

1

d{logd(xu)}

u
du = − logd(λx)(d− 1).

Equivalence (4) is therefore established.

From equivalence (4), it is worth noting that the ratio TC(λ)/λ is not constant but is
equal to − logd(λ). Thus, when the number p of traceroute capable hosts is small when
compared with the number N of nodes in a tree network, the number of nodes discovered
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is more than linear in the ratio λ = p/N . This indicates that the speed of the exploration
process is quite fast, when the number of hosts is small. This encouraging observation
is however to be counterbalanced by the fact that, by Equation (3), the speed of the
exploration process is nevertheless decreasing exponentially fast with respect to λ. In
addition, the speed depends on the degree of nodes via logd λ. This indicates that the
greater the degree of nodes, the smaller is the speed of the learning process.

The above remarks show that we rapidly learn about the topology of a tree network
with a small initial number of hosts, but the speed of learning decreases as the number
of hosts increases.

We now examine the cases of degree increasing and degree decreasing trees (see Def-
inition 1). In the former case, we can easily show the following result by using the fact
that D(N, p)/N ∼ ∑n−1

j=0 (ln−j/N)P (pmp ≤ λN/ln−j), for j = 0, . . . , n − 1, ln−j/N → 0,
and ln/N → 1 as N →∞.

Proposition 4. For a degree increasing tree, the proportion of discovered nodes is such
that

lim
N→+∞,
p/N→λ

D(N, p)

N
= TI(λ)

def.
= 1− e−λ. (6)

When λ→ 0,

TI(λ) ∼ λ. (7)

By using the same kind of arguments, it is easily checked that for degree decreasing
trees, we have the following result.

Proposition 5. For a degree decreasing tree such that for dj = bf(n−j)c for j = 1, . . . , n,
where f(x) is a function defined on (0,∞) and increasing to infinity, we have

lim
N→+∞,
p/N→λ

D(N, p)

N
= TD(λ)

def.
=

∞∑

j=1

cj(1− e−λ/cj ), (8)

where

cj =
κ

(f)j
with κ =

1

1 +
∑∞

k=1
1

(f)k

and (f)j = f(1) . . . f(j). (9)

Now, it is assumed that the quantities (f)j for j ≥ 1 are the values at j of some
function g, which is an increasing positive function defined on (0,∞), that is, (f)j = g(j)
with g(x) ≥ 2 for x ≥ 1. We moreover assume that the inverse function g−1 is similar to
some function k at infinity (i.e., g−1(u) ∼ k(u) for large u) and that the function k(u) is
such that as λ→ 0

k(u/λ)

k(1/λ)
= L(u),

where L(u) is a smooth function on (0,∞) such that for all 0 < λ ≤ 1,
∣∣∣∣
k(u/λ)

k(1/λ)
− L(u)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ w(u), u ≥ 0,
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where w(u) is some integrable function on R+.
For example, it is straightforward to check that the above assumptions are satisfied if

we take dj = b(n + 1 − j)αc for some α > 0. As a matter of fact, in that case, we have
f(u) = (u+ 1)α, g(u) = Γ (u+ 2)α, k(u) = log(u)/(α log (log(u))), and L(u) = 1.

Under the above assumptions, we can then state the analogue of Proposition 4, which
gives the behavior of TD(λ) when λ is close to 0.

Proposition 6. When λ tends to 0,

TD(λ) ∼ λL(κ)k(1/λ)

∫ ∞

0

L(u)h′(u) du, (10)

where h(u) = −(1− e−u)/u

Proof. Equation (8) gives TD(λ)/λ =
∑∞

j=1

(
1− e−λ̃g(j)

)
/(λ̃g(j)), where λ̃ = λ/κ. It

follows that

1

λ
TD(λ) =

∞∑

j=1

∫ ∞

0

1{λ̃g(j)≤u}h
′(u) du

=

∫ ∞

λ̃

∞∑

j=1

1{j≤g−1(u/λ̃)}h
′(u) du =

∫ ∞

λ̃

⌊
g−1

(
u

λ̃

)⌋
h′(u) du. (11)

(The lower bound λ̃ appears because we assume that g−1(x) > 1 for all x > 0.)
By definition, the integral (11) diverges when λ→ 0 and is equivalent to

∫ ∞

λ̃a

⌊
g−1

(
u

λ̃

)⌋
h′(u) du

for an arbitrary a > 1, since the remaining part of the integral is converging as λ → 0.
By choosing a sufficiently large so that for some ε > 0,

1− ε ≤ g−1(u)

k(u)
≤ 1 + ε for u ≥ a,

it is sufficient to study the quantity

I(λ̃) =

∫ ∞

λ̃a

k

(
u

λ̃

)
h′(u) du.

Then, trite calculations and Lebesgue Theorem show that I(λ̃)/k(1/λ̃) converges to∫∞
0
L(u)h′(u) du as λ→ 0 and equation (10) follows.

In the case f(u) = (u+ 1)α, we obtain the following equivalence

TD(λ) ∼ λ log(1/λ)

α log(log(1/λ))
. (12)

To conclude this section, let us give an intuitive explanation for the initial growth
rates of the exploration process as defined by Equations (4), (7), and (10) for constant
degree, degree increasing and degree decreasing trees, respectively. We first introduce the
concept of the profile of a tree.
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Definition 2. The asymptotic profile of a tree is given by the sequence (pk) defined by
p(k) = lim supn→+∞

∑n
j=n−k+1 lj/N .

For k ≥ 1, the quantity p(k) is the proportion of nodes of the tree in the last k
levels. In the following, the notation pX(k) is used, where X is one of the classes of trees:
constant degree trees (X = C), degree increasing trees (X = I) and degree decreasing
trees (X = D). The following proposition is quite straightforward to prove.

Proposition 7. For k ≥ 1, we have for constant degree, increasing degree and decreas-
ing degree trees pC(k) = 1 − 1/dk, pI(k) =

�
{k=1}, and pD(k) =

∑k
j=1

1
(f)j

/
∑∞

j=1
1

(f)j
,

respectively, where we have assumed that for a degree decreasing tree dj = bf(n− j)c.
For degree increasing trees, most of the N nodes are at the bottom of the network:

p1 = 1 and pk = 0 if k 6= 1. Hence, a traceroute procedure initiated by a host discovers
essentially the router the host is attached to. This explains the low speed of the initial
phase of the exploration, given by Equation (7). On the contrary, for constant degree and
decreasing degree trees, a non-negligible proportion of nodes are in the upper levels of the
network. Since a traceroute procedure discovers several routers in these layers, it speeds
up the rate of the discovery process. Note that for the proportion of nodes above the k last
levels is of the order of 1/dk for a constant degree tree. This explains why the exploration
process is initially slightly faster for constant degree trees, as indicated by Equation (4)
and illustrated in Figure 3, which displays the proportion of nodes discovered as a function
of the ratio λ; for the degree decreasing tree, we have taken dj = (n+ 1− j)α and for the
degree increasing tree, dj = jα with α = 2.

Decreasing
Increasing
Constant

λ

T
(λ

)

1.61.41.210.80.60.40.20

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Fig. 3. Proportion of discovered nodes by using p = bλNc stations for some constant degree tree (R) d = 2,
increasing degree (I) with di = i2, and decreasing degree (D) di = (n− i)2.

Formulas (3), (6), and (8) show that the growth rate of the exploration process de-
creases exponentially fast with respect to λ for any tree architectures. It clearly appears
from Figure 3 that the total discovery of the network requires a large number of hosts.
The structure, which requires the smallest number of hosts, is the constant degree tree
while the power law increasing structure is the most demanding.
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5 Conclusion

We have investigated in this paper the topology discovery of a collect network, represented
by means of a tree network, when using ideal traceroute procedures. We have obtained,
for different network structures, closed formulas for the mean number of discovered nodes
and for the speed of the exploration process, when the height of the tree tends to infinity
while the ratio of the number of traceroute capable hosts to the number of nodes in the
network remains constant.

From the analysis carried out in this paper, we can observe that the rate of the
exploration process is quite large with a small number of hosts but rapidly decreases,
when the number of hosts increases. In fact, the exhaustive exploration of a network
requires a massive deployment of traceroute capable hosts, which may be not realistic in
practice.
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